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classification oflakes in the Czech Republic. We separate lakes to two groups - natural and
anthropogenic origin. The genetic classification is based on the classification of lakes
according to the way of origination of the lake basin while the geomorphologic viewpoint
prevails: glacial lakes, fluvial lakes, karst lakes, lakes dammed-up by landslides,
organogenous lakes and anthropogenic lakes. As the anthropogenic lakes we may regard all
the water bodies which originated as a consequence of the human activity - mining of
mineral resources.
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1. Introduction
In comparison to the world's lakes, the lakes in the Czech Republic are
of far smaller size and volume dimensions. They are located prevailingly in
the protected natural regions - national parks, protected landscape areas
and natural preserves. They deserve attention especially with respect to
the maintenance of ecological stability of the protected area, preservation
of the characteristic habitats, ecosystems, etc. Therefore, they are
extraordinarily valuable and unique natural complexes. The objective of
the thesis is to outline the geographical layout of the individual types of
lakes in the region of the Czech Republic with the specific focus on the
anthropogenic lakes.
The renowned German limnologist of the beginning of 20 th century, F. A.
Forel, presented the definition of lake that is quoted in the specialised
geographical or limnology literature (Forel 1901): "Standing stagnant water
mass that is located in a recess in the earth's surface enclosed on its perimeter
without a direct connection to sea is generally referred to as lake".
Accordingly, in Forel's opinion, each standing water accumulation without
a direct connection to sea irrespective of its size is lake. It implies then that
also puddles as well as ponds and marshes belong to lakes. Therefore, Forel
(1901) distinguishes "the lakes in more specific sense", ponds and marshes.
Lakes in more specific sense are deep in that extent that the surface ripple
does not affect its bed and due to their depth shore vegetation does not reach
the bed (with the exception of shallow-water areas). Lakes are then the water
accumulations with the deepest areas not grown with any vegetation. This
definition may be applied for the conditions of the Czech Republic especially
as regards the lakes of organogenous type.
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On the basis of the analysis of information of the sources of the specialised
literature and with a view to the specific conditions of the Czech Republic, we
have laid down our own definition of lake: Lake is a natural depression in or
under the earth's surface, permanently or temporarily filled with water
without a direct connection to sea. In contrast to ponds and minor water
basins, lakes cannot be easily drained off. As opposed to shallow standing
waters such as minor waters (poodles and pools), ponds, and organogenous and
fluvial lakes, as far as deep lakes are concerned, the surface ripple does not
affect their bed and the shore vegetation does not reach to the beds due to their
depth. The deepest areas are not therefore grown with the water vegetation.
2. Present stage of geographical reseach of lakes

A number of geographers seated in Prague dealt with the research of lakes
in our country al!! well as abroad. This tradition was established by the
professor Vaclax. Svambera, who performed the systemat!c mapping of the
glacial lakes in Sumava Mts. In the thirties, the lakes in Sumava and karst
areas in Slovakia were dealt with by Karel Kuchar and Josef KunskY. In the
post-war period, Vaclav Kral, Eduard Kriz and other authors dealt with
research of the lakes in the High Tatras. In the years 1972-75, Bohumir
Jansky performed the first geomorphologic and limnology research of
Mladoticke Lake dammed-up by landslide.
~ter ninety yearsvwhich have passed since the last researches of the lakes
in Sumava made by Svambera, we have decided to resume them. By means of
modern equipment the limnology studies of three glacial lakes Prasilske,
Plesne and Laka have been draWl! up within the Master's thesis by A. Zboril
(1996), T. Vranek (1999), and M. Sobr (1999).
Due to the support of the Grant Agency of Charles University, the project
"Lakes in the Czech Republic" has been completed which has been intended
to create an extensive study on our lakes including their genetic classification.
In the years 1999 to 2002, we have worked out the analysis of number oflakes
of natural origin including the water accumulations originated due to the
human activity in the whole region of the Czech Republic. The work has not
included the dam reservoirs and ponds. The inventory of the lakes has shown
that there are almost 700 water accumulations the majority of which are of
fluvial, organogenous and especially origin. Within the stage of the research,
we have especially dealt in detail with fluvial lakes on the middle course of
Labe in the Czech territory between Pardubice and Melnik and tl:!ree deserted
Labe arms have been the subject of the limnology studies (Snajdr 2002,
Kloucek 2002, Chalupova 2003). All the mentioned works have been focused
on the analysis of the hydrologiC regime, water quality, the sediments as well
as the biological revitalisation of water bodies. Apart from the fluvial lakes,
we have commenced also the research of the organogenous lakes. The first
study on the subject has been the work on Mechova jezirka in Jeseniky Mts.
which has been completed in the thesis by Oulehle (2002). Besides the general
monography conception, he especially focused on the geochemical
development of the upland bogs.
The previous works have been followed by the latest extensive project
supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic "Atlas of Lakes in the
Czech Republic". The final result should be the Atlas of Lakes in the Czech
Republic which is supposed to be published in the year 2005.
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Fig'vl- The Cerne Lake - glacial lake situated in the central part of the Sumava Mts. (foto
M. Sobr)

3. Glacial lakes
Ther~ are six glacial lakes in the Czech Republic, situated in the central
part of Sumava (Cerne - Fig. 1, Certovo, Plesne, Prasilske and Laka Lakes)
and Krkonose Mts. (Mechove Lake). The lakes in Sumava Mts. are the
vestiges of the regress of glaciers of Wiirm age which at that time surrounded
the hill-tops and hill-slopes ,9f some of the highest peaks of the mountain
range. From the research of Sumava glacial lakes it implies that all of them
have the same modelling - consisting of the lake wall, lake basin, and lake
brook, and are enclosed by dumped moraines of various widths which in
several bends close the lake areas. The lowest moraine is regularly several
hundred metres distant from the central part of the lake basin. The central
moraine belt of all the lakes lies between 1000-1100 m above sea-level and
the lake surface is located in the high altitudes (900-1000 m above sea-level)
under the highest peaks of the mountain range (1300-1456 m above sealevel). The orientation of the cirques which are not fixed to a structure of rocks
is between north and south-east. It follows that the lakes are partially
hollowed by glacier (cirque lakes) and partially dammed-up by the dumped
moraine. With the exception of the lake Laka, all the others are very deep
(Kunsky 1933). Besides the undisputed landscape and aesthetic significance,
they provide for the important refuge areas for the endangered types of water
flora. There is one small glacial lake in Krkonose Mts. - Mechove Lake,
situated in morain near Dolni Misecky.
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4. Fluvial lakes

The lakes of fluvial origin occur in the floodplains of a lot of rivers in the
world. Their existence gives evidence of the past development of the river
beds especially in the middle and lower courses. Mter the flow-out from the
headwater mountain regions where the river courses usually deepens their
beds and carries off vast amount of alluviums, they become slower in the
submountain regions, they deposit the carried-off materials and frequently
relay their beds or spreads out to various
river arms. In the further course in the
Labiste pod Opocinkem
flatlands and lowlands, they often create
the meanders which may be detached
(oxbowed) from the current river bed in
the final stage (Fig. 2). The fluvial lakes
originate in this way. These may also be
formed at the one-time change of the
course bed, e.g. in case of the floods or by
a mere overflowing of the water course in
case of the high water levels occurrence
and their accumulations in the depression
positions (periodical pools on the flooded
meadows in the natural preserve Tynecke
mokriny). The special case occurs at the
origination of a through-flow lake directly
in the river bed, e.g. behind the
undulation, at sudden change of the
structure of geological bottom or in the
places of radical change of the bed slope
(natural preserve Skryjska jezirka). In
several cases, the river meander has been
detached artificially at the straightening
of the course riverbed.
The fluvial lakes are the most frequent
Fig. 2 - The Lake Labiste pod type of natural lakes in the Czech
Opocinkem is typical fluvial lake,
bathymetric map show layout depths in Republic and they are located especially
along the courses of Labe (between
former river (in meters)
Hradec Kralove and Melnik - Fig. 3),
Morava (between Zabreh and Litovel and between Otrokovice and the
junction with Dyje), Dyje (from Nove Mlyny to the junction with Morava),
Luznice (from Nova Ves to Nova reka), Orlice (from Tyniste to Hradec
Kralove) and Odra (from Kosatka to Ostrava-Petrkovice). The riparian lakes
often occur in the regions of special nature protection including the natural
monuments as well as the national nature reserves. The most renowned are
the National Nature Reserves Libicky luh, Polanska niva, Kfive jezero,
Ramena reky Moravy, Vrapac, and others.

5. Karst lakes
The karst lakes originate by means of the accumulation of rainfall water or
underground water in the recesses or depression positions of the karst
minerals which include predominantly limestone and dolomite. Their origin
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Fig. 3 - Fluvial lake Labiste pod Opocinkem (foto M. Sobr)

may be predetermined by the tectonic disturbances along which the
underground water is rising and it is frequently directly fixed to the processes
of karstic phenomena such as e.g. the formation of sinter terraces or
travertine dams, the dissolution of carbonate rock by the aggressive rainfall
or mineral waters, and others. The karst lakes may also be formed in the
places where the cave profile constriction occurs or in front of the cave traps .
The karst lakes in the Czech Republic occur especially in the deepest
abysses, cave areas and in exceptional cases in the beds of the water course
under the spring of the karst waters. All the lakes are characterised by the
specific thermic regime with a small amplitude of water temperature in the
whole course and the considerable content of dissolved carbonates. With
respect to the fact that the majority of them are located in the cave areas or
deep terrain depressions, they serve rather for the aesthetic variation of caves
and abysses than for the protection of the endangered species of animals.
The lake in Hranice Abyss has small surface size and its surface is situated
69.5 m under the edge ofthe rock wall. However, it is unique by its depth which
amounts to 205 m according to the last measurements, due to which Hranice
Abyss is the deepest abyss in the Central Europe. Unconfirmed measurement
taken in the year 1960 has determined its depth even at 260 m . On the bottom
of Macocha Abyss, there are two lakes of small sizes in the depth of 138.5 m.
The upper lake is 11 m deep, the lower reaches the depth of up to 30 m .
6. Lakes damme d-up by landslides
The youngest natural lake in the Czech region is Mladoticke (Odlezelske)
jezero (Fig. 4) which is situated on the north of Plzen, in the basin ofthe river
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Fig. 4 - The Mladoticke (Odlezelske) Lake, view from tributary part to dam - landslide (foto
M. Sobr)

Strela. It originated by damming the valley of Mladoticky potok by the
landslide of overlaying feldspathic sandstone (arcoses) and pudding-stones on
the western bottom of Potvorovsky vrch. The landslide came about after the
intensive rainfalls and subsequent catastrophic floods during the night from
27th to 28 th May 1872. The brook valley was dammed in the length of ca 300 m .
Since its origination, the intensive sedimentation of the lake proceeds . The
maximum measured depth in the year 1972 was 7.7 m , the maximum depth
at the last measurements taken in the year 1999 dropped to 6.7 m. Also the
lake surface has diminished from 5.93 ha to 4.55 ha. Two small lakes
dammed-up by landslide are probably located also in Moravia, in Vsetfnske
vrchy.
7.0rganogenouslakes

The lakes of organogenous origin originate by the retention of the rainfall
or underground water in the shallow depressions under the participation of
peat bogs or moor lands formation. Therefore, we draw a distinction between
the bog lakes and moor lakes which have specific origin, composition as well
as water quality. The bog lakes originate most frequently inside the upland
bogs where the soft rainfall water accumulates and is afterwards coloured by
the products of peat bogs forming. The characteristic feature is the lack of the
mineral substances and low pH which is most frequently within the range of
3-5 and thus disallows for the occurrence of a lot of species of animals . Minor
trophy is also caused by rather limited utilisation of organic substances which
occur to a great extent in the form of humus colloids which make the water
rusty red or even red-brown colouring.
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Fig. 5 - The Blat enska slae, example of organogenous lakes in the Sumava Mts. (foto T.
Hrdinka)

The bog lakes are generally of small dimensions and they occur almost in
all our border mountain ranges. The most of them .are located in the resting
area of Modravska sla£ in the central part of Sumava (Rokytecka sla£,
Roklanska sla£, Blatenska sla£ - Fig. 5, Mlynarske slate, Novohu£ske mocaly,
and others) and they number a'pproximately two hundred. Also the largest
organogenous lake is located in Sumava which is of valley bog type and which
has been formed in Chalupska sla£ near Borove Lady (area of 1.3 ha).
Other distingu~shed areas of the occurrepce of the bog lakes are Jizerske
Mountains (Na Cihadle, Klecove louky, Cerna jezirka, Rybi loucky, and
others), Krusne Mountains (Velke and Male Jerabi jezero, Velky mocal,
Novodomske raseliniSte), Bohemian Forest (Lakes near Rozvadov), Krkonose
CUpske raseliniste, Pancavska louka), Orlicke Mountains (Jeleni lazen, Pod
Petirozcestim), Jeseniky Mountains (Mechova jezirka near Rejviz) and
Slavkovsky Forest (Sirnak, Smrad'och, Kladske raseliniste). All the lakes are
located in the protected nature areas, frequently in the category of national
natural reserves (Velke Jetabi jezero, Mechova jezirka near Rejviz,
Novodomske raseliniste). At Cervene blato near Suchdol nad Luznici and
Borkovicke Blato near the village of ZalSi, the artificial organogenous lakes
originated in connection with the peat diggings for the economic purposes.
By contrast, the moor lakes occur in the lower altitudes on the springs of
the underground water or in the areas of occurrence of the deserted river
arms in the advanced stage of land-filling. Water of the moor lakes is richer
in mineral substances as well as in organic nutriments, and eutrophisation
(organic enrichment) develops more often. The typical examples are minor,
slowly disappearing detached meanders in the vicinity of Labe and Dyje and
the lakes at the springs of mineral waters in the National Nature Reserve in
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Soos near FrantiSkovy Lazne. The special examples are the bog or moor pools
on some brooks which probably developed out of the original ponds (N a
KaCine and the Raselinne jezirko Rozsicka). In those cases, it is rather
dtf licult to determine whether it is an organogenous, anthropogenic (pond) or
flmiallake.

8. Anthropogenic Lakes
As the anthropogenic lakes we may regard all the water bodies which
originated as a consequence of the human activity. These are the water works
constructed for the purpose of specific utilisation or the lakes originated as a
result of mining activities. These lakes are mostly wrongly omitted, and with
respect to the high quality of some of mine waters and quarry waters, they
could be effectively utilised in future, e.g. for the water-resources and
recreation purposes. Also their environmental significance is not negligible,
since they for the most part affect its surroundings positively and often form the
areas of the concentration of natural values. Considering the high variability of
the anthropogenic lakes, the further classification of them is necessary.
One large group is formed by ponds, the other one by the dam lakes and the
last by the water bodies originated in connection with the mining activity.
The former two groups have already been extensively dealt with in the
specialised literature, therefore, we will focus on the lakes originated as a
result of the mining of mineral resources which are one of the most numerous
types of lakes in the Czech Republic.
Lakes originated in connection with the mineral resources mining are
together with the fluvial lakes and ponds the most numerous types of water
bodies in the Czech Republic. The lakes occur in the open pits and quarries of all
kinds, at the associated waste dumps or in the subsidence basin-shaped valleys.
The water bodies of various sizes originated either spontaneously or as a result
of the specific, so called hydrologic reclamation. Their occurrence is naturally
fixed to the presence and mining of the specific mineral resources which by their
character affect, apart from the size and depth, also the parameters of the
accumulated water of the surface as well as the underground origin. The
parameters thus most often affected are colour and transparency of water,
content of the specific minerals, pH and the resulting biological activity arising
out of them. The important factor is also time which passed since the mining
termination (even several hundreds of years) and the associated eutrophisation
of accumulated water that is for the most part very slow and gradual and often
is missing utterly. With respect to the above-mentioned, it is necessary to
classifY these lakes according to the type of mined mineral resources as follows:
the lakes originated on the mining of sand and sand-gravel; kaolin; lignite and
black coal; limestone, bluestone and greywacke; granite, diorite and whinstone;
brick clay and loam and other mineral resources.
The lakes in the open sand and sand-gravel quarries belong to the most
frequent type of the anthropogenic lakes in the Czech Republic. These are for the
most part localised along the big as well as minor rivers in the area of Quaternary
sand-gravel alluvial deposits. The lakes originated due to the mining of sand and
sand-gravel are especially located along the watercourses of the river Labe (from
Jaromer to Lovosice), Morava (from Mohelnice to Hodonin), Luznice (from Nova
Yes to Veseli) and Odra (north ofOstrava). Sporadically, they occur in the basin
of Jizera, Cidlina and Opava, and in other places of the Czech Republic.
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The lakes originated after the mining of kaolin occur both in the traditional
areas of mining and occasionally within the whole region of the Czech
Republic. The highest concentration ofthe lakes the areas north of Cheb, west
of Karlovy Vary and northern as well as southern surroundings of Horni
Bfiza. Sporadically, they occur in the minor quarries in the vicinity ofZnojmo,
yeverska Bityska, Jedovnice in Moravsky kras, Vidnava and Podbofany near
Zatec. The lakes are mostly of smaller sizes than the water bodies in the coal
mines and sand mines and they are not so deep.
The lakes originated after the mining of lignite and black coal, together
with ponds and the lakes created due to the mining of sand-gravel, the most
numerous type of the anthropogenic lakes in the Czech Republic. Their
occurrence is especially fixed to the mining of lignite coal whose largest
deposits are located in the lignite coal basin in the northern Bohemia. The
largest number of the lakes is then localised in Sokolovska and Mostecka
panev and in the vicinity of the towns Teplice and Usti nad Labem.
The next group of lakes may be found in the quarries in which the compact
sediments of sea origin are mined, namely especially the limestone, bluestone
and greywacke. Those minerals differ in their colour and the basic physical and
chemical parameters, however, the quarry waters are equal as regards some of
the parameters. The lakes are similar by their size, which is often of considerable
dimensions, the depth, which may reach up to several tens of metres, and the
colour and transparency oflake waters. The most well-known lakes fixed to the
limestone mining are found in the quarries Velka and Mala Amerika near
Mofina in the region of Karlstejn, and the similar lakes of smaller dimensions
may be found in other places in Cesky kras. Another lakes occur only sporadically
in the lenticles of crystalline limestones near Rabi and Hejnice and in the N eozoic
limestones north of Valasske Mezifici. The lakes in the bluestone mines are
concentrated especially east of Bruntru, ~he Singleton occurrence is also in the
vicinity of Vrbno pod Pradedem and in Cesky kras. Another lakes are fixed to
greywacke which occur only in Morava especially in the fringe areas of Oderske
vrchy and Nizky Jesenik, sporadically, in Moravsky kras or in the vicinity of
Litovel. The water body in the compact sediments is also the lake in the quarry
Rasova in claystone and sandstone near Komiia as well as the lalse in the
pudding stones of Cetraceous Period in the Natural Park Skalka near Zehusice.
The lakes originated in connection with the mining of graIJite are evenly
spread in the region of the whole Stfedoceska pahorkatina and Ceskomoravska
vrchovina on the places where the granite plutoniC rock ascends towards the
earth's surfac~. The highest concentration of the lakes may be found in the
fringe area ofZelezne hory north of Hlinsko (quarry Srni, Fig. 6) in th~ vicinity
ofSkutec, the other large concentration is the locality around Zulova in Zulovska
pahorkatina in northern Moravia. The lakes fixed to diorite or granodiorite are
located especially in Benesovska pahorkatina (Hfimezdice and Kozarovice) and
then only sporadically near Policka and Jablonne nad Orlici. The lakes
originated after the mining ofwhinstone sporadically occur inynorthern Bohemia
at the wyell-known locality ofPanska skala near Kamenicky Senov in the fringe
area of Ceske Stfedohon and near Hefmanice in Frydlantska pahorkatina. The
solitary lake in whinstone may also be found in the quarry Hlavno near Sokolov.
This group also includes thye lake in the former teschenite (dark coarse-grained
effusive rock) quarry near Zermanice in the vicinity of Havifov.
There are quite unique lakes in the Czech Republic. The lakes of this group
originate after the mining of the mineral resources which affect the chemical
composition of the lake water rather significantly. For example: Kamencove
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Fig. 6 - The Quarry 8rnl - lake originated in connection with the mining of granite (foto J.
Cesak)

jezirko (Alum lake ) near town Chomutov, Cervene jezirko (Red lake) near
village Hromnice, Stfibrne jezirko (Silver lake) near Fulnek ect.
9. Conclusion

Besides the lakes of natural origin, in the Czech Republic there are also
a lot of standing water accumulation originated in the locations after the
completion of the mining of mineral resources. With respect to small number
of natural lakes, those are of concern in our country and it is necessary to give
attention to them within the scientific research. Information acquired within
such research may be instrumental in the considerations of their future
reasonable utilisation within the scope of the environmental protection and
landscape preservation, water resources management purposes, and the
recreation facilities. The water accumulations originated due to the mining
activities are referred to as anthropogenic lakes. We use the term "lakes" in
spite of the fact that they did not originate by means of natural processes.
The genetic classification is based on the classification of lakes according to
the way of origination of the lake basin while the geomorphologic viewpoint
prevails: glacial lakes, fluvial lakes, karst lakes, lakes dammed-up by landslides,
organogenous lakes and anthropogenic lakes. As the anthropogenic lakes we
may regard all the water bodies which originated as a consequence ofthe human
activity - mining of mineral resources (sand, sand-gravel, kaolin, coal,
limestone, bluestone, greywacke, granite, diorite, whinstone, brick clay, loam
and other mineral resources).
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Shrnuti
GENETICKA KLASIFIKACE JEZER CESKE REPUBLIKY
"Jako jezero je oznacovana stojata stagnujici vodni hmota, ktera se nachazi v prohlubni
zemskeho povrchu, na vsech stranach uzavfene a nemajici spojeni s mofem." Takto siroce
definuje jezero vyznamny nemecky limnolog F. A. Forel (1901). Podle teto definice lze za jezero povazovat kazdou vodni plochu (louze, rybniky, moClily), ktera nema spojeni s mofem
bez ohledu najeji velikost. Po rozboru dalM limnologicke literatury (Hutchinson 1957, Wetzel 2001, Kalf 2002) jsme s pfihlMnutim na specificke podminky Ceska formulovali vlast-
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ni definicijezera: "Jezeroje pfirodni ci antropogenni deprese na zemskem povrchu nebo pod
nim, trvale nebo docasne vyplnena vodou. Oproti rybnikum a vodnim naddim se jezera nedaji jednoduchym zpusobem vypustit."
Vedle jezer pfirodniho puvodu se v Cesku vykytuji rovnez cetne stojate vodni akumulace v prostorach po tezbe nerostnych surovin. Vzhledem k malemu poctu pfirodnich jezer
maji pro nasi zemi vyznam a je tfeba jim venovat pozornost v ramci badatelskeho vyzkumu. Jeho poznatky mohou napomoci uvaham 0 jejich racionaInim budoucim vyuziti, at uz
v ramci zameru. ochrany pfirody a krajiny, k vodohospodafskym ucelum Ci rekreacnimu vyuziti. Vodni akumulace vznikle tezebni Cinnosti cloveka oznacujeme jako jezera antropogenni. Nazev "jezera" pfitom uzivame i pfes to, ze nevznikla pfirodnimi procesy. Mnoha
z nich vsak pfirodni jezera vlastnostmi svych vod pfipominaji. Zvlaste ta antropogenni jezera, ktera vznikla po davne tezebni cinnosti, vytvafeji casto cenne pfirodni ekosystemy, jez
je tfeba zachovat pro budouci generace.
•
•
•
Jezera ledovcoveho puvodu nalezneme na Sumave. Jedna se 0 petjezer (Cerne, Certovo,
Plesne, Prasilske a Laka), ktera lezi v karech hrazenych morenami Wiirmskych ledovcu.
Krome jezera Laka, jehoz hraz byla umele zvysena, se vyznacuji velkou hloubkou. V Krkonosich nalezneme male ledovcove jezirko lezici v morene pod Kotelnimi jamami, ktere se
nazYva Mechove.
Fluvialni jezera se nachazeji na dolnim a stfednim toku nasich fek. J sou svedectvim dfivejsiho vyvoje ficni site. Mnoho techto "mrtvych ramen" bylo oddeleno umele pfi rekultivacich vodnich toku. Vyskytuji se zejmena podel toku Labe, Moravy, Dyje, Luznice, Orlice
a Odry.
Krasova jezera vznikaji akumulaci srazkove ci podzemni vody v dutinach ci depresich
krasovych hornin, jsou tedy vazana na vapencove pfipadne dolomitove oblasti. Drobna krasoya jezirka se vyskytuji prakticky v kaMe ceske krasove oblasti. Vetsimi krasovymi vodnimi plochami jsou jezera na dnech propasti (Macocha, Hranicka propast).
NejmladSim ceskym jezerem je Mladoticke (Odlezelske) jezero, vznikle zahrazenim udoH Mladotickeho potoka v roce 1872. Mensi sesuvem hrazenajezera se nachazeji take ve Vsetinskych vrsich.
Jezera organogenniho puvodu vznikaji nadrzenim srazkove ci podzemni vody v melkych
depresich za spoluucasti procesu raselinni ci tvorby slatin. Raselinna jezera jsou obecne
malych rozmeru a vyskytuji se temef ve vsech nasich pohranicnjch pohofich. N ejvice se jich
nachazi v chranenem uzemi Modravske slate v centralni casti 8umavy.
Antropogenni jezera lze rozdelit na tfi zakladni skupiny. Rybniky, vodni nadde a vodni
plochy vznikle v souvislosti s tezebni Cinnosti cloveka. Jak plyne z naSi upravene definice
pro ceska jezera, zajimaji nas antropogenni jezera vznikla po tezbe nerostnych surovin. Delime je podle druhu nerostne suroviny, po jejiz tezbe jsou pozustatkem. Jsou to: 1. Pisek
a sterkopisek, 2. kaolin, 3. hnede a cerne uhH, 4. vapenec, bfidlice a droby, 5. zula, diorit
a cedic, 6. cihlafska hHna, jil a 7. jine nerostne suroviny.
Obr. 1 - Cerne jezero -ledovcove jezero lezici v centraIni casti Sumavy (foto M. Sobr)
Obr. 2 - Jezero Labiste pod Opocinkem je typicke fluvialni jezero, bathymetricka mapa
ukazuje rozlozeni hloubek v bYvale fece (v metre~h)
Obr. 3 - Fluvialni jezero Labiste pod Opocinkem (foto M. 8obr)
Obr. 4 - ¥ladoticke (Odlezelske) jezero, pohled z oblasti pfitoku ke hrazi - sesuvu (foto M.
8obr)
Obr. 5 - Blatenska slat, pfiklad organogennich jezer na Sumave (foto T. Hrdinka)
Obr. 6 - Lorn 8rni - jezero vznikle jako pozustatek po tezbe zuly (foto J. Cesak)
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